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The Jordan Super.Fly 4 is the next installment of the Jordan Super.Fly series set to release from Jordan Brand. This silhouette is one
of the more popular shoes from the brand aside from their Air Jordans series.
Advertisment 
Adding some upgrades while keeping its traditional look, the Jordan Super.Fly 4 is built with a one-piece, no-sew base that offers
mesh detailing for lightweight breathability. The shoe keeps its Zoom cushioning that looks to be complete with FlightPlate. An
external heel counter is built on the back for stability for the foot for all motion movement.

As of right now there is no exact release date set for the first launch of the Jordan Super.Fly 4, as reports have them debuting later
this October 2015. 

Check out the detailed photos of one of the upcoming releases as well as a few other colorways below and let us know what your first
thoughts of the silhouette are in the comments section?Source: US11

red wine can definitely show taste and unique temperament, and the process of brewing red wine is also a combination of technology
and art. UBIQ and the Brooks brand will once again launch Brooks Fusion "Reserve" branded shoes, wine elements and Fusion
shoes; the combination of the elegant taste in this retro running shoes. Not only the shoes are made of leather, but also the leather is
made of red wine. The insole is made of cork. It is like a red wine stopper. It will be on sale at the UBIQ store in July 11th at $130. . 
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